
HYDRAULIC ROTARY BROOM



Forward Float

Hydraulic Angling

Lateral Float

Reversible Action (Opt.)

The hydraulic rotary broom from HLA Attachments features a unique forward 
and lateral float. As the gauge wheels glide over the ground the broom is able to 
adjust to the contours as they rise and fall. During transport the spring assist on 
the forward float and the bottom stop on the lateral float provide a firm rest to 
ensure safe travel.

The hydraulic rotary broom comes 
ready with everything you need 
including hydraulic hoses, flat-
faced couplers, and an electric 
selector valve and wire kit. Hooked 
up and ready to go the brooms 
direct motor drive requires 12-20 
GPM of hydraulic flow to turn the 
26” diameter poly/steel wafers. 

The lateral float allows the broom 
to oscillate up to 3° helping to keep 
even contact across the width of the 
broom.

The optional reversible action allows 
operators to sweep materials away from 
tough to reach places, such as buildings 
and obstacles, for a cleaner finish.

Springs located near the top of 
the mount help offset the brooms 
weight allowing it to pass easily 
over most surfaces.

The broom angles 30° in both directions allowing the operator to windrow and 
direct swept materials away from grassy areas or vehicles.

The fixed gauge wheels provide 
consistent spacing ensuring that 
the right amount of bristle comes 
in contact with the ground.

Gauge Wheels

BROOM

FEATURES & OPTIONS



Gauge WheelMotor Guard

Adjustable Bristle Position

Integrated Steps

Easy Clean OutRubber Guard

Built on HLA’s Hydraulic Rotary Broom, the Pick Up Broom adds a pick up bucket 
that catches the dust and debris from the rotary broom and contains it removing 
chances of dust clouds in the air. The Pick Up Broom also features an adjustable 
chain that attaches to your equipment and the broom keeping the broom upright 
at an adjustable angle, allowing you to dump out the contents of the bucket 
quickly and easily.

The broom’s bristles can be raised or 
lowered allowing you to fine tune the 
amount of contact the bristles have 
with the ground.

The fixed gauge wheel provides 
consistent spacing ensuring that 
the right amount of bristle comes 
in contact with the ground.

The guard protects the 
hydraulic motor from loose 
debris.

Located at the rear and side of the 
bucket is the integrated step to help 
you get in and out of your skidsteer 
with little effort.

This adjustable chain keeps the 
broom parallel to the ground when 
tilting the bucket, allowing you to 
dump out the bucket contents.

The standard rubber guard 
protects the operator and 
bystanders by restricting the 
amount of loose debris.

PICK UP
BROOM

FEATURES



8082 Road 129, R.R.#3
Listowel, ON, Canada N4W 3G8
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BR60 BR72 BR84 BRB72 BRB84 BRB96
Width 60" 72" 84" 72" 84" 96"
Motor Drive Hydraulic 

Direct
Hydraulic 

Direct
Hydraulic 

Direct
Hydraulic 

Direct
Hydraulic 

Direct
Hydraulic 

Direct
Oil Flow 12-20 GPM 12-20 GPM 12-20 GPM 12-20 GPM 12-20 GPM 12-20 GPM
Wafer Diameter 26" 26" 26" 26" 26" 26"
Wafer Type Poly/Steel Poly/Steel Poly/Steel Poly/Steel Poly/Steel Poly/Steel
Wafer Type (Opt.) Poly Poly Poly Poly Poly Poly
Weight 1,040 lbs. 1,075 lbs. 1,110 lbs. 1,010 lbs. 1,130 lbs. 1,260 lbs.
Hydraulic Angling 30° 30° 30° NA NA NA
Lateral Float Yes Yes Yes NA NA NA
Forward Float Yes Yes Yes NA NA NA
Gauge Wheels Fixed Fixed Fixed Fixed Fixed Fixed
Reverse Optional Optional Optional NA NA NA

50/50 Poly Steel Bristles Poly Bristles (Opt.)
The standard poly steel bristles aggressively clean your lot 
while decreasing bristle breakage. Available on both the 
Rotary Broom and the Rotary Pick Up Broom.

Gentler on the sweeping surface, the optional poly 
bristles are available for both the Rotary Broom and 
the Rotary Pick Up Broom.


